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"Remember this as the scourge of gun violence continues to grow in Florida and across the country," one Florida state representative responded.
NRA Celebrates 25 'Bad Gun Control Bills' Killed in Florida Amid Rise in Violent Crime
Director Rochelle Walensky warned of rising cases on Friday, stating that COVID-19 is "becoming a pandemic of the unvaccinated" and that vaccinated people are protected against severe disease.
CDC director warns of 'pandemic of the unvaccinated' as cases rise
Armed groups have become increasingly powerful in Haiti, playing on the political instability and the growing poverty to seize control of large swaths of big cities.
Political instability was fueling a rise in gang violence even before the president was killed.
More than 150 people are now confirmed to have died after historic flooding across Germany and Belgium, with fears that the number will rise further as rescuers search for hundreds still missing.
Germany and Belgium floods: Number killed in 'historic' disaster rises over 150 amid fears German dam remains at risk of collapse
The Gun Violence Archive reports that shootings across the country this holiday weekend claimed the lives of more than 180 people.
4th Of July Shootings Across The Country Killed More Than 180 People
Harvard University professor David Carrasco urged the public to honor those who died in the 2019 El Paso mass shooting. Don and Ellen Elmes were moved by the appeal to paint the victims. Now the Elmes ...
Q&A: Artists rise to honor the Mexican Americans killed in El Paso mass shooting
<p>Amid scenes of despair in both countries, emergency workers are toiling away to find survivors, clear up debris, and prevent further damage.</p> ...
Number killed in 'historic' Europe flooding rises to 160 amid fears German dam still at risk of collapse
"We are seeing outbreaks of cases in parts of ... On that Friday, January 15, COVID killed 108 people and hospitalized 3,916 people. A look back even a year, moreover, shows how much has improved ...
'Pandemic of the unvaccinated:' COVID cases rise in NC but we're still better off than pre-vaccine
Seventy-five-year-old John McAfee, the creator of the McAfee antivirus software who allegedly killed himself in a Spanish ... debate in 2016. “What we insert into our bodies or our minds is ...
John McAfee: The rise, fall and death of an antivirus software pioneer
The Peter Paulson is exactly the type of living environment the county warned about prior to the heat wave: high-rise buildings housing old people ... hung from the doorknob to his apartment: “Sorry ...
The First Climate Deaths in Portland Were Nearly Invisible. Here Are Two of the People Killed.
COVID-19 may not be as deadly in this new wave, because older people are largely vaccinated and younger people are less likely to die.
The fourth wave of COVID-19 cases is here. Will we escape the UK's fate? It's too soon to know.
For the first time ever, researchers from the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine discovered that phages--tiny viruses that attack bacteria--are key to initiating rapid bacterial evolution ...
Researchers surprised to find bacterial parasites behind rise of 'super bugs'
A hot-air balloon ride ended tragically when 72-year-old Brian Boland became trapped under the basket and then plummeted to his death. Boland was well-known in the Upper Valley, and a beloved figure ...
‘The guy was probably the top balloon pilot in the world’: Vermont man killed in fall from hot air balloon, remembered for skill, creativity
One Texas law enforcement officer was killed and three others were wounded Thursday in what became an hours-long standoff with a barricaded suspect in Levelland, about 30 miles west of Lubbock, ...
Texas SWAT commander killed, 3 other officers wounded in standoff; suspect arrested
Lee Cronin, the director of the upcoming EVIL DEAD RISE, announces that the once delayed production is officially halfway through filming!
EVIL DEAD RISE Director Now Confirms Production is Halfway Complete!
Dear Tom, Have there been any incidents of a tornado hitting any of the high-rise buildings in downtown? Thanks, Jan Johnson Dear Jan, A tornado has hit in downtown Chicago, but it was a ...
Have there been any incidents of a tornado hitting any of the high-rise buildings in downtown?
The troubled Muslim-majority region, also claimed by Pakistan, has seen a new rise in unrest in recent weeks. Three suspected rebels were killed by soldiers in the Kulgam forest on Wednesday ...
Six killed in surge of unrest in Indian Kashmir
The mother of a boy seen pulled from the rubble of Champlain Towers South has been identified as one of the people killed when part of the high-rise fell ... and support we have received.
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